Abstract. Two iteration theorems, one for strict deterministic languages of degree n, the other for simple deterministic languages, are presented. Examples demonstrating the use of these theorems 2re also given.
Introduction
Recent papers have extended the theorem of Bar-Hillel, Perles and Shamir [l] , and its refinement by Ogden [jr 0, 111 , tc apply to various classes of dc;erministic context-free languages. We refer to theorems modelled on the Bar-Hillel result as 'iteration theorems'. Ogden [IO] gave an iteration theorem for the family of deterministic context-free languages. In [8], Harrison and Have1 presented an iteration theorem for the strict deterministic languages, then extended their arguments to get a new proof of Ogden's result for all deterministic context-free languages. Boasson [4] has given an iteration theorem for deterministic one-counter languages, and recently Beatty [2, 3] has established two such theorems for IL(k) languages.
We introduce two more iteration theorems, each for a family of strict deterministic languages. The first theorem is for the family of strict deterministic languages of degree n, for any n 2 1. Harrison and Have1 [7] introduced these families and showed that they formed a hierarchy of strict deterministic languages. The second theorem is for the family of simple deterministic languages, which was defined by Korenjak and Hopcroft [9] . Our first iteration theorem is also applicable to the foamily of simple deterministic languages, since every such language is strict deterministic of degree 1. However, the second iteration theorem is stronger than the first for this special family of languages. 
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In Section 2, we define the families of languages to be studied and introduce notation for dealing with trees. Section 3 lists several lemmas needed in subsequent arguments. Section 4 reviews some previous iteration theorems. In Section 5, we prove an iteration theorem for strict deterministic languages of degree n. Finally, in Section 6, we establish an iteration theorem for simple deterministic languages and use it to show that t,,e family of simple deterministic languages is properly included in the class of prefix-free LL( 1) languages.
2, 'Definitions
We first define some specialized terminology for discussing strings. Let X be an alphabet (a finite set of symbols). For X, y E X*, we say that y is a prefix of x if there exists z E C* such that x = yz. If y is a prefix of x and y f'x, then y is a proper prefix of X. ,4 set of strings L is said to be prefix-free if X, xy E L implies' y = A (i.e., no string in L iic, a proper prefix of any string in L). Let w E C*. We denote by (")w the prefix of w of length* min{n, lg(w)j. A sequence of strings (WI, . . . , w,) is said to be a factorization of w if w = wr l l l wm. An integer i such that 1 s i < lg(w) is called a position in &. By choosing some subset K of (1, . . . , Ig(w)}, we specify a set of distinguished p&ions within w. For any set K of distinguished positions, a factorization 4 k (WI ). . . , w,) of w induces a partition K/4 = {K1, . . . , Km} of K, where
We now turn to the definition of various types of context-free grammars. The reader is assumed to be familiar with the standard definition of context-free grammar (see, for example, [5] ).
Let G = (V, X, P, S) be a context-free grammar. G is said to be reduced if either P = 0 or for each A E V, there exists (Y, F; E V*, w E C* such that S +* cvlnp ++* w. G is in Greibach normal form if every rule in P is of the form A + aLy for a E X, a! E V*. (Note that this definition, unlike the standard definition of Greibach normal form, pre*rents A from being in L(G).)
Let G = (V, C, P, S) be a context-free grammar and let 7r be a partition of V. We say that tr is strict if i-1) ZEV and (2) for all A,Ak V-C and cu,/3,/3'~ V*, if A-U@, A'+Q?' are in _B and A = A' (mod 7r), then either (i) both & p' # A and 'I@ ='*)fl' (mod 7r), or (ii) p=P'=AandA=A'. If there exists a strict partition 7r of V, then G is said to be strict deterministic. A language L is strict deterministic ;f -r= 6' a. ::lLre exists a strict deterministic grammar G such ' The empty string is denoted by A. e length of a string x is denoted by Ig(x).
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that L = L(G). For r a strict partition, we define3
If G is a strict deterministic grammar, the degree of G is deg(G) = min{j]nll 1 w is a strict partition of G}.
For L a strict deterministic language, the degree of L is deg(L) = min{deg(G) i G is strict deterministic and L(G) = L}.
A context-free grammar G = (V, X, P, S) in Greibach normal form is simpZe deterministic if A + acr, A + @ in P implies a! = p, for all A E V -2Y9 a E 2, CY, p E V*. (Note that every simple deterministic grammar is strict deterministic of degree 1.) A language L is simple deterministic if L = L(G) for some simple deterministic grammar G.
We now define a number of terms concerning trees. Our definitions come from [3] , in which they are presented in more detail.
A tree T is a directed acyclic graph in which every node has exactly one entering edge, except for one node, denoted by rtn( T), which has no entering edges. We call rtn(T) the root node of T.
If there is an edge from a node x to a node y, we write x P y (r is the immediate descendancy relation); we say that 'x has immediate descendant y' and 'y has parent x'. The transitive closure of I-is I-'-, and the reflexive transitive closure of r is P*.
The trees that we will be considering are ordered trees; that is, the immediate descendants of each node are ordered by solme relation R Thus, if yl, ~2, l l l , y, are the immediate descendants of a node in left-to-right order, then yl fl y; I7 9 l l IT yr.
If p r y and there is no node x such that x ll y, then we write p I? y. Similarly, if p r x and there is no y such that x 7 y, we write p rR X. We define the relation r by L = (r-C)* n (r,)*.
The set of cross-sections of a tree T is defined inductively as follows:
(1) ho), where xo = rtn( T), is a cross-section (CS) of level 0. (2) If (Xl l l l X& l l l x,) is a CS of level i and -q is an internal node of T, then isaCSofleveli+l,whereyl,..., yr are the immediate descendants of xk in order (i.e., with respect to ll).
The left canonical cross-sections (LCCS) of T are defined similarly, but with the restriction that xk (the node that is replaced by its descendants) is the leftmost internal node in the original CS. 3 We use ISI to denote the cardinality of a set S.
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Those nodes of a tree T with no descendants are called leaves. Let leaves( T) denote the CS of T consisting of all leaves in T. Any node of T which is not a leaf is said to be interra!. jf x is an internal node of T, then4 {y E T 1 x = y or x r y} is the elementary subtree of T rooted at x.
An L-labelled tree is a tree T and a function A which assigns a label from L to each node of llr; If G = (V, X, P, S) is a context-free grammar, then T is a tree over G if T is a ( V w {A))-labelled tree. The label of rtn( T) in a labelled tree T is denoted by ril( T).
The frontier of a labelled tree T, denoted by fr( T), is defined as follows:' fir( T) = A (leaves( T)).
Trees T and T' are structurally k&morphic, written T s T', if there exists a bijection h from the nodes of T to tk,o nodes of T' such that, for all x, y E T, (i) x r y if and only if h(x) I'-h(y), and (ii) x ll y if and only if h(x) ll h(y). If in addition, A (x) = A (h (x)) for all x E T, then we write T = T'.
Let G == (V, C, P, S) be a context-free grammar, and let T be a tree over G with labelling h. T is a grammatical tree over G if fr( T) E Z* and either (i) T consists of a single node, or (ii) to every elementary subtree T' of T there corresponds a production A + cu in P such that rtl( r') = A and fr( T') = CU; furthermore, if any leaf of T' is labelled by A, then it is the only leaf in T' (hence Q! = A). Leaves of a grammatical tree which are labelled with symbols in C are called terminal nodes. A grammatical tree T is called a derivation tree if rtl( T) = S.
Let iT be a grammatical tree, and let m = lg(fr( T)). Let (yl l . l y,) be a left-toright sequence of all terminal nodes in T. For any n, 1 s n G m, define the trees rnlT ={x E Tlx i_* t-* y,}, '"'T={xETlxL*r*y,}v(xETI3bETs.t.br*y,andbn'x}. Also, let f"'T and ""T be the empty tree, and let In1T = In'T = T if n > m. We call "IT and "'IT left n-parts. M T contains all of the nodes of T which lie on the path from tin( Tj to y,, plus all nodes of T to the 'left' of that path. In'T contains all nodes in r'*l?', and in addition contains all immediate descendants of nodes on the path from rtn( T) to y,. Fig. 1 shows a grammatical tree T and its left n-parts, for n = 4.
3, Elementary properties of grammars and trees
The following lemmas will be used to prove the main theorems of this paper. The first t'wo lemmas deal with the prefix-free properties of strings derivable in a. strict ' When defining a subtree of TV we list only the nodes in that subtree. All edges of T which connect nodes of the subtree are implicitly included in the subtree.
' -We extend A to sequences of nodes in the natural way: if rj = (x1 x2 -. -x,) is a sequence of nodes from T, then A(q) = AixI)A(x2) ' l -Ah,).
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Previous iteration theorems
Before presenting our new iteration theorems, we briefly review the development of iteration theorems for families of deterministic context-free languages.
The first iteration theorem ('pumping lemma', 'intercalation theorem', 'UDVX~ theorem') was introduced by Bar-Hillel, Perles and Shamir [l] and was applicable to the entire family of context-free languages. It has proved to be a very useful tool for showing that a language is not context-free. A still stronger result was proved later: by Ogden [lo, 111. A proof of Theorem 4.1 appears in [S] . By studying the special properties of grammatical trees over strict deterministic grammars, Harrison and Have1 [S] were able to establi ;h iteration theorems for both strict deterministic languages and (general) deterministic context-free languages. (The latter result was first proved in [ 101, using automata.) If, in Thi.:orem 4.2, we replace (3) by (3") for each n 2 0, w 1 w 2" w3 wi w5 E L, and if ws # A, then for each n, m 3 0. u E c", w1 w2 R*m~3~.$4 EL if and only if wIw7w3u EL, then the thearem holds for all determimstic languages.
In [ci] , the family of real-time strict deterministic languages is introduced. It follows from results in [6] that, for L a real-time strict deterministic language, Theorem 4.2 can be strengthened by adding (4) if w4 f A, then for each n 30, u EC*, wlwiu E L implies lg(u)Zvz.
Beatty has proved two iteration theorems for LL(k) languages [2, 3] . One of these theorems is presented below for comparison with our results in Section 6. 
An iteration theorem for strict dewrministic languages of degree n
The family of strict deterministic languages, first studied in [7] , has been shown to coincide with the family of prefix-free deterministic languages. Thus, any deterministic language can be made a strict deterministic language by adding an endmarke i*. This fact indicates the usefulness of the class of strict deterministic languages, for by proving properties about it, we can often infer properties of the entire class of deterministic context-free languages.
One of the properties of strict deterministic languages that has been studied is the degree of such a language. One definition of degree has been given in Section 2. It is also possible to view the degree of a strict deterministic language L as the number of states in a 'minimal' deterministic pushdown automaton (dpda) accepting L by final state and empty store (see [7] ).
Until now, there has been no good way to determine the degree of a strict deterministic language. Of course, it is possible to put an upper bound n on the degree of such a language by giving a strict deterministic grammar of degree n that generates the language, or a dpda with n states that recognizes it. Yet, there have been only ad hoc methods for showing that a language had degree at least M. In this section, we prove an iteration theorem that enables a lower bound to be placed on the degree of a strict deterministic language, and we give an example of how the theorem is used.
First, however, we quote a 'left part theorem' from [S] that we will neled to prove our &r&on theorem. 6 The symbol + denotes alternation. (mod 71) for allx $""T.
We can now give the main result of this section. Proof. Let 0" = (V, X, P, S) be a reduced strict deterministic grammar of degree n such that L = L(C) and 1e.t 7~ be a strict partition of V such that ]lnll= n. The proof of Theorem 4.2 (in [8]? shows that there exists an integer p such that, for each w E L and each set K of g or more distinguished positions in w, there is a factorization 4 = t wl, wz, w3, w4, wg) of w such that pasts 1,2, and 3 hold, and such that, for some AE V-X, s ** t+Aws a+ w+&'v4W5 ++ wlw2w3w4ws = w.
Thus, to complete the proof of Theorem 5.2, we need only show that q5 satisfies part 4 of the theorem. Assume that wlw$lui E L for i = 1,. . .., n + 1, where ~1, . . . , Un+l E Z*, and each n,art.Fori=l,..., n+l,letT:b e a d erivation tree for WI wz'!Ai. Hence, rtl( T: ) = S and fr(TJ ) = ~1 wz'ui.
From (1) we obtain the derivation for each i. Let T' be a derivation tree corresponding to (2). For j -0, . . . , tti, let xi be the node of Ti labelled by A in the cross-section (CS) of Ti labelled by WI w $A IV; wg. Clearly xb I-+ xi I-+ 9 . l I-' xki. Let ki =lg(lo/,wz) and let y&l be the leaf of Ti which is labelled by the (ki + 1)st symbol in w1 wTw3 wqn'wg (such a node exists since K3 # 8). Then, for i = 1, . . . ,, n + 1, only r:, 2 i, 2 mi, respectively, are internal nodes. We have already seen that xi, xi, xii E rki'lll;:. Hence, by (b), each node to the left of zj(resp. ~1, &) in r)\ (resp. ~5, &) is labelled the same as the corresponding node in vl (resp. q2, q3). Therefore, for some X, y, z E X*, we have A(q;)= wlw;Cz, A(&)= wlw;cyz and A(qi) = w&@xyz.
Let v be the frontier of the tree rooted at z',~ and let r = i' -s (hence 1 G r G IJi). From 7 \, 75, rl$ we obtain the following derivation: In [7] , a hierarchy of strict deterministic languages by degree is established by proving that, for n > 1, L, is not strict deterministic of degree n -1 (or less). The proof there is quite complicated. Using Theorem 5.2, we give a short proof of the same result.
Theorem 5.4. For all n > 1, L, is not strict deterministic of degree n -1.
Proof. Assume for the sake of contradiction that L, is strict deterministic of degree n -1. Let p be the constant of Theorem 5.2. Let w = aPb"aPb" and let the leftmost block of p a's be distinguished. By invoking Theorem 5.2, we obtain a factorization 4 = (wl, w2, w3, w4, w5) of w such that parts 1 through 4 hold. In order to satisfy I., 2, and3,wemusthave wl=a', w2=at, w3Ea p-(s+t)bna*, w4 = a', and ws E a*b", for ti5me s, t 2 1. Now let
for 1 SiSn. Clearly wlwz-* ui E L for 1 G i s n, so by part 4 of Theorem 5.2, there exist lSi<j=%z, 1 G r, r' s n -1, and factorizations c = (u, X, y, z) and 5' = (v', x', y', 2') of ui and ui, respectively, such that 4(i) and 4(ii) hold. Since v is a prefix of ui and v' is a prefix of ui, and, by 4(ii), neither v nor v' is a proper prefix of ~3, it must be the case that v E ap-(str)biai and v' E ap--(s+t)h'u* (see Fig. 3 ). (Observe that, by4(i), wlwp ' r)cmrv~ym~ --E L for all m -2 0. Since w2 # A and r 2 1, this implies that a +. Similarly, we must have y ' E a+. Thus, neither v nor v' can include the entire block of p + (n -2:~ a's in ui or' Uj, respectively.) By 4(i), with m = 1, ~1 w~%~'xyz E L. However, since w&--1 v'xyz E a: *b'a *b' and i # j, this is impossible. Therefore, L, is not strict deterministic of degree n -1.
An iteration theorem for simple deterministic languages
In [9], Korenjak and Hopcroft defined the family of simple deterministic languages. This family was originally studied because it was the first nontrivial class of languages for which the equivalence problem was known to be decidable.
It has been shown that the family of simple deterministic languages coincides with the family of strict deterministic languages of degree 1 (except for {A}, which is not simple deterministic). Hence, Theorem 5.2 (with n = 1) can be used to show that a language is not simple deterministic. However, using the special propcrtkq of the simple deterministic languages, we prove in this section a stronger a;ld more concise iteration theorem for this family,
The following theorem is due to Beatty.
Theorem 61 t/3]). Let G = ( V, Z, P, S) be a reduced context-free grammar. Then G is LL(k) if and only if, for any n 3 0 and any grammatical' Cci.5 T, T' over G, if rt9( T) = rtl( T') ard '"+"fr( T) = ("+')fr( T'), then 'n-tl'T = In+*'T'.
From 'Theorem 6.1 we can derive a theorem characterizing the grammatical trees of a simple, deuxministic grammar. This theorem will then allow us to prove the main result of' this section. for ;dny T, T', we can replace n + 1 by n to get (*).
Conversely, suppose that (*) holds. Then, for any n 2 0 and any grammatical trees T, T', if M(T) =x%1( T') and '"'"fr(T) = (n+l'fr(T'), then 'n+l'T = 'ntl'T'. By Theorem 6.1, G is LL(1 >t, Hence #G is simple deterministic, since G is LL( 1. ) and in Greibach normal form C12]. c now paste an iteration theorem for simple deterministic languages. (ii) w3 (resp. w4, w5) is not a proper prefix of w 5 (resp. w& w '5 ) and vice-versa.
Proof, (Our proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 4.3 as given in [3] .) Let G = (V, 2, P, S) be a reduced simple deterministic grammar such that L = L(G). Thus, as we noted in Section 2, G is strict deterministic. The proof of Theorem 4.2 in [S] shows that there exists an integer p such that, for each w E L and each set K of p or more distinguished positions in w, there is a factorization 4 = (w 1, ~2, ~3, ~4, wg) of w such that 1 and 2 of the theorem hold, and slnch that, for some A E V -Xc,
We must now show that cf, satisfies part 3 of thle theorem. Let T be a derivation tree corresponding to (5). Let x (resp. y) be the node of T labelled by A in the CS of T labelled by wlA w5 (resp. w1 w2Awq w5). Clearly x I-* y.
Suppose that w1 wzu E L for some u E X*. Let T' be a derivation tree corresponding to S+* WI wzu. Thus, rtl(T') = S and fr(l") = WI w2u. Let k = lg(wl w2). Since rtl( T) = rtl( T') = S and (&)fr( T) = (&)fr( T') = wl, w2, we have by Theorem 6.2 that lk}T = jk} T'. Let h be the isomorphism that maps nodes of '&IT to nodes of '&IT'.
Let y& (resp. y&+l) denote the leaf of T labelled by the kth (resp. (k + l)st) symbol in w = wlw2wgwqw5. Since w2 # A by part 1 of the theorem, and w3 # A by part 2, yk is labelled by the last symbol,of ~2, and y&+1 is labelled by the first symbol of ~3. By the definition of x and y, we have that x I'-* yk and y I-* y&+1.
Since y& and y&+l are leaves of T, we have that y&L+ y&+1. SUppOse that there exists a leaf y' E T such that y& L' y' L+ y&+le Since G is in Greibach normal form, y' is labelled by some a E C. But then y&+1 cannot be labelled by the (k C l)st symbol in w, which is a contradiction. Therefore, y& L__ y&+1.
By the definition of L, there exist z1,22 E T such that yk(ril)*Z1 n Z2(rL)*yk+l* Let z be the parent of zz and 22 (see Fig. 4 ). Since y r* y&+1, either y I'-* z or 22 r? y. Suppose that y r* z. Then y P' z1 r* y&, which is impossible since both y& and y appear in the CS of T labelled by w~w~Aw~w~. Thus, it must be the case that Suppose that 22 # y. Let z' be the leftmost immediate descendant of 22. Since G is in Greibach normal form, z' is labelled by some a EC. Since 22 f-t y and 22 # y, we have that z' I-E y. However, z' # y since A (y) = A, and z' has no descendants, so it is not possibIe that z' rz y, which is a contradiction. Hence, zz = y. Since zl r* yk and 21 i-l y, y EV. since X r* yk$ X E 'kk Thus, both x and y are iar jk)T, so we have that
A=h(x)=h(h(x))
and A=A ( A terminal string may n3w be derived by continuing with either A=$*w3
or A=Vw$, then n applications of any combination of completing the derivation with either so 6 satisfies 3(i).
%ce G is strict deterministic, by Lemma 3.3 each of E(A), L(cY), and L(p) is a prefix-free set. Thus, since ~3, wi E L(A), w3 Es not a proper prefix of w; and vice-versa. Similarly, w4 (resp. ws) is not a proper prefix of wi (resp. W; ), and vice-versa. Therefore, 6 satisfies part 3(ii), and the theorem is proved. Theorem 6.3 resembles Theorem 4.3 (Beatty's first iteration theorem for LL(k) languages) in the case that k = 1. This is understandable, since every simpic deterministic language is LL(I). There are two differences between the theorems, however. First, condition 3 in Theorem 6.3 requires only a string w1w2u E L, while Theorem 4.3 require& a string wlw2z4 E L such that % = %++, Second, part 3(G) in Theorem 6.3 is stronger than the corresponding condition in Beatty'a theorem. III fact, part 3(ii) is very useful in practice, as we see in the following example. Proof. Assume that L1 is simple deterministic and let p be the constant that Theorem 6.3 asserts must exist. Let w = aP(,bd)P$ and let the symbols (bd)' be distinguished. By Theorem 6.3, there is a factorization # = (wl, ~2, ~3, ~4, wg) of w which satisfies parts 1,2, and 3 of the theorem.. In particular, since part 3 is satisfied, The first case occurs if w4 begins with a b and ends with a G!, the second if w4 begins with a d and ends with a 6. (In case I, the fact that w3 and w5 each contain at least one instance of bd follows from part 2(i) of Theorem 6.3.) Note that w4 cannot both begin and end with a b, for then WI w3w5 would contain :P d not immediately preceded by a b. Neither can w4 both begin and end with a 0, since w1w~w3w~w5 would then contain adjacent d's. We consider cases I and II separately. (See Fig. 6.) Case I. We can write w2 = a k, w4 = (bd)k, w5 = (bd)"$ for some k, m 2 1. Let u = w3(6d)k-'bcm$, Clearly w1 w2u E L1. By Theorem 6.3, there exists a factorization &'= ( wl, w2, IV;, w$, wk) of w1w2u such that parts 3(i) and 3(ii) are satisfied. From 3(ii) we see that w; = w3, wi E (bd)k-'bc', and wk EC*$. But now w,wfw;wa W&Z L1 (since w;w~~w& E a*(bd)P-m%+(bd)k%m$, we have that In both cases we reach a contradiction, so L1 cannot be silnple deterministic.
The language L1 above is a variation on the LL(k) language {an(bkd + &ccI-J i ~ 3 11 (where #tic is any fixed value greater than or equal to 1) which Rosenkrantz and Stearns [ 1121 showed could not be generated by an LL(k) grammar without A-rules. Since the class of simple deterministic languages is equal to the class of languages generated by LL(1) grammars without A-rulesb [l2], their result shows that {a" (bd + b + cc)" 1 it s 1) is not a simple deterministic lalnguage. Unfortunately, Case I.
Case II.
Iteration theorems 333 this also follows trivially from the observation that {a" (bd + b + CC)~ 1 n 2 1) is not prefix-free. Thus, the added $ is essential in Theorem 6.4. Note also that each of the alternates (bd, b, and c) in L1 is necessary for L1 to be nonsimple. An interesting exercise is to verify that the languages {a "(bd + b)" $1 n 3 l}, {an (bd + c)" $1 n 3 l}, and {a"(b +c)"$j n 2 1} are all simple deterministic.
We have noted earlier that every simple deterministic language is both LL( 1) and strict deterministic (hence prefix-free). The language L1 is LL(l), since it is generated by the following LL (1) Hence, L1 is a prefix-free LL( 1) language which is not simple deterministic. Our finat theorem follows immediately.
Theorem 6.5. The class of simple deterministic languages is pro,perly included in the class of prefix-free LL( 1) languages.
